Vortex Tools: Production Enhancement in Horizontal Wells
A New Mexico operator saw oil and gas production improve using the patented
Vortex DX-I tools at the end of tubing in declining wells. The Vortex tool was set
at end of tubing deep in the lateral and close to the formation (typically set at
80 degrees). In each case where Vortex tools were installed, oil production was
increased and, in one reported case, the oil production increased from 80
barrels of oil per day to over 400 barrels of oil per day for a period well beyond
flush production. The 10-day increased production from this one reported well
was 3,200 barrels of oil (or $345,000 in production values). The Vortex tools for
all five wells were paid for in mere days.
Technology Comparison
With the benefits of directional drilling, horizontal wells have become the norm
in many formations. However, perfectly horizontal laterals are rare and liquids
typically accumulate in the heel-toe dip and in deviations in the undulating
portions of the tubing. Although many technologies are available, few are set in
the horizontal portion of the well. The Vortex DX-I tool can be set at the end of tubing, close to the
formation, at 80°of deviation, and this spiraling flow (pictured above left) reduces slugging, flowing
tubing pressures (lower pressure drop due to friction), and the critical rate required to lift liquids to the
surface, while moving significantly more hydrocarbon fluids to the surface for recovery and sale.
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Summary
The following chart provides a quick look behind the numbers for three of the wells that were the
subject of this study. These wells were compared since they are all in the same formation, with similar
depths/completions (7” casing and 2 & 7/8” tubing), and were all operated with poor boy gas-lift and
the Vortex Tool at end of tubing:

Key findings:









In the first two wells, oil production increased by an average of 58%, whereas the remaining
three wells all saw a beneficial flattening of the long-term decline curve, albeit with no increase
in daily production.
A one-year look-back has confirmed a beneficial and sustained change to the long-term decline
curve.
The increased oil recovered from these first two wells produced an additional 8,658 barrels in
the analyzed two-and-a-half-month period following the Vortex installation.
Water removal increased by as much as 700% and flowing tubing pressures were also
substantially reduced (42% lower on average).
In poor boy gas-lift, wells typically “recover” less gas than the gas that is “injected” to lift the oil.
With the addition of the Vortex tools, gas injection rates were reduced by up to 50%, and four
out of five wells moved to net recovery of gas from net injection. All wells were operating on
poor-boy gas lift.
The two wells which saw the greatest increase in oil production (57.4% and 58.3%), also saw the
highest increase in sales gas (76% and 95%).
Water removal in these two wells also increased substantially (600% and 700% respectively).
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